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We construct a differential Gerstenhaber-Batalin-Vilkovisky alge- 
bra from the Dolbeault complex of any closed Kahler manifold, 
and a formal Frobenius manifold structure on its Dolbeault coho- 
mology. 

String theory leads to the mysterious Mirror Conjecture, see Yau [37] for 
the history. One of the mathematical predictions made by physicists based 
on this conjecture is the formula due to Candelas-de la Ossa-Green-Parkes 
[6] on the number of rational curves of any degree on a quintic in CP4. 
Recently, it has been proved by Lian-Liu-Yau [20], completing the program 
of Kontsevich, Manin and Givental. 

The theory of quantum cohomology, also suggested by physicists, has 
lead to a better mathematical formulation of the Mirror Conjecture. As 
explained in Witten [38], there are two topological conformal field theories 
on a Calabi-Yau manifold X: the A theory is independent of the complex 
structure of X, but depends on the Kaher form on X, while the B theory is 
independent of the Kahler form of X, but depends on the complex structure 
of X. Vafa [33] explained how two quantum rings 7lx and TZj arise from 
these theories, and the notion of mirror symmetry could be translated into 
the equivalence of A theory on a Calabi-Yau manifold X with B theory on 
another Calabi-Yau manifold X, called the mirror of X, in the sense that 
the quantum ring 1ZX can be identified with TZx

f. 
Earlier interpretation of mirror symmetry exploits variations of Hodge 

structures, see e.g. Morrison [25] or Bertin-Peters [4]. There are two natural 
Frobenius algebras on any Calabi-Yau n-fold, 

A(X) = ®t=QHk{X, Clk), B(X) = ®l=0H
k(X, n-k), 

where Q~k is the sheaf of holomorphic sections to AkTX. By Hodge theory, 
B(X) can be identified with Hn(X,C).  By the Bogomolov-Tian-Todorov 
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theorem, there is a deformation of the complex structures on X param- 
eterized by an open set in iI1(X,n~1). Therefore, one gets a family of 
Probenius algebra structures on iJn(X,C). Every Probenius algebra struc- 
ture can be characterized by a cubic polynomial $ (in Physics literature, it is 
called the Yukawa coupling), so we get a family $B(X) of cubic polynomials 
on iyn(X,C) parameterized by an open set in Hl(X, VT1). An additional 
structure provided by algebraic geometry is the Gauss-Manin connection on 
this family. It is a flat connection with some extra properties. On the other 
hand, counting of rational curves provides a family ^^{X) of cubic polyno- 
mials on A(X) parameterized by an open set in Hl{X, fi1). One version of 
Mirror Conjecture is the conjectural existence, for a Calabi-Yau 3-fold X, of 
another Calabi-Yau 3-fold X, such that one can identify B{X) with A{X)^ 
$B(X) = \I>A(^), and vice versa. 

However, the A theory and the B theory should provide deformations of 

A{X) = eM>oiP(X, IF),     and    B(X) = ®^q>0H^X, JT*), 

which are parameterized by open neighborhood of 0 in A{X) and B{X) 
respectively. According to Dijkgraaf-E. Verlinde-H. Verlinde [10] and Wit- 
ten [35], the associativity condition can be encoded in a system of non- 
linear equations called WDW (Witten-Dijkgraaf-Verlinde-Verlinde) equa- 
tions. Motivated by this, Dubrovin [11, 12] introduced and extensively stud- 
ied the notion of Probenius manifolds. On the A side, under the influence of 
Witten [35], Ruan-Tian [28] gave a mathematical formulation of quantum 
cohomology using Gromov-Witten invariants (see also Liu [21] and McDuff- 
Salamon [22]). They also proved WDW equations for the quantum coho- 
mology. Witten [38] suggested two kinds of extended moduli spaces, one 
containing the deformation space of the complex structure, the other con- 
taining the complexified Kahler cone. The former provides a natural setting 
for the B side of the story. Extended moduli space of complex structures 
on a Calabi-Yau manifold was studied by physicists in the Kodaira-Spencer 
theory of gravity (Bershadsky-Ceccoti-Ooguri-Vafa [3]). As a generalization 
of the Bogomolov-Tian-Todorov theorem, they showed that the extended 
moduli space locally is an open subset of the supermanifold iJ~*'*(M). 
For related work, see Ran [27] and Gerstenhaber-Schack [13]. Recently, 
Barannikov-Kontsevich [2] constructed a structure of formal Probenius man- 
ifold on H~*>*(M) based on the above works. This construction and its 
application to mirror symmetry was known to the authors of [3]. It was 
singled out among many impressive results in [3], and given a mathemati- 
cal treatment. The remark in [2] that this construction can be carried out 
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for any differential Gerstenhaber-Batalin-Vilkovisky (dGBV) algebra with 
suitable conditions was treated with more details in Manin [24]. 

The purpose of this paper is to construct a formal Probenius manifold 
structure on Dolbeault cohomology H*>*(M) of a closed Kahler manifold by 
dGBV algebra approach. Comparison with that of Barannikov-Kontsevich 
[2] suggests that these two kinds of formal Probenius manifolds might be 
isomorphic with each other for a pair of mirror manifolds. Now we have 
two formal Probenius manifolds on the A-side: one from counting rational 
curves by Gromov-Witten invariants, the other from our construction. Prom 
consideration of spectrum of the Probenius manifolds, it is known if the for- 
mal Probenius manifolds constructed from a dGBV algebra can be identified 
with the formal Probenius manifold structure on the de Rham cohomology 
of a symplectic manifold M, then M must have torsion ci. Nevertheless, it 
is reasonable to conjecture that for a Calabi-Yau manifold M, the Probe- 
nius manifold structure we construct on H*>*(M) can be identified with that 
from quantum cohomology. If this is true, it should have some applications 
in enumerative geometry of Calabi-Yau manifolds. 

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank Jim Stasheff, 
Gang Tian and Shing- Tung Yau for their interest The work in this paper 
is carried out while the second author is visiting Texas ASzM University. 
He likes to express his appreciation for the hospitality and financial sup- 
port of the Mathematics Department and the Geometry-Analysis-Topology 
group. He also likes to thank Elaine Lawson for bringing his attention to 
the reference [17], which made him come across [2] and [24] on the internet. 

1. Frobenius algebras and Probenius manifolds. 

In this section, we review the definition of (formal) Probenius manifold. We 
will only be concerned with a special case which comes from the consid- 
eration of deformations of Probenius algebras. For the general case, see 
Dubrovin [12] and Manin [23]. 

Let H be a finite dimensional commutative associative algebra with 1 
over k = R or C with multiplication denoted by •. Take a basis {ea} of H 
such that eo = 1. Then there are constants 0£6 G k such that 

^ ' eh = (j)cahec. 

An inner product on H is a nondegenerate quadratic form 

(.,.): H x H -> k. 
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It is called invariant if 

(1) (a-fe,c) = (aJ6-c), 

for any a, fe, c G H. A commutative associative algebra with 1 together with 
an invariant inner product is called a Frobenius algebra. A simple observation 
is that the structure of a Frobenius algebra H can be encoded in a cubic 
polynomial (j): H -* k as follows. Let rjab = (^a, e&) and (riab) be the inverse 
matrix of (r/aft). Set </>a&c = </£6?7pC. Then 

<t>abc = (ea -etjec). 

Hence (1) implies that </> is symmetric in the three indices. One can recover 
the inner product and multiplication by 

Vab = <!>Oab, (f>lb = fiabplf0' 

The associativity of the multiplication is equivalent to the following system 
of equations 

(2) ^abpV^^qcd = Qbcprf^^aqd- 

Consider a smooth (analytic) family of associativity multiplications {-a : 
a G H} such that -Q = •. Then we get a family of structure constants (j)abc(a) 
such that </>a&c(0) = (fcabc Denote by {xa} the linear coordinates in the basis 
{ea}. If for any a G H, 

(t>abc4(a) = -Q-d^abcip^) 

is symmetric in all four indices, then there is a function $ : H —» k, such 
that 

^(a) = daflda*dafi{a)- 
The function $ is called the potential function of the family (iJ, {-a}) which 
is then called a potential family. It is clear that 

/      <93$ \ 
(3) [igw^M) = («) 
is a constant symmetric nondegenerate matrix if 1 is an identity for all a. 
Furthermore, from (2), we know that the associativity of the multiplications 
-a implies that $ satisfies the WDVV equations: 

a3*                 <93$                 <93$ <93$ (A) rjM zLz. = rfxi- 
dxadxbdxP '   dxidxcdx*      dxbdxcdxP '   dxadx(idxd' 
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Conversely, given a Probenius algebra (iJ, •, (•, •)), a function $ satisfying 
(3), (4) and such that 

^a6c" dxadxbdxc^' 

we have a potential family of Probenius algebra structures on H with the 
fixed inner product. This gives an example of a Probenius manifold structure 
on H. If $ is just a formal power series with the above properties, then it 
yield a formal Probenius manifold structure. 

Remark 1.1. One can also consider Z2-graded version of the above discus- 
sion. For details, cf. Manin [23, 24]. 

2. A construction of formal Probenius (super)manifolds. 

In this section, we review a construction of formal Probenius supermanifolds. 
For details, the reader should consult the papers by Tian [31], Todorov [32], 
Bershadsky-Ceccoti-Ooguri-Vafa [3], Barannikov-Kontsevich [2] and Manin 
[24]. Here, we follow the formulation by Manin [24]. 

Let (*4, A) be a supercommutative associative algebra with identity over 
a field k, i.e., (^4, A) is an algebra with identity over k, furthermore, A has 
Z2-grading, such that for any homogeneous elements a, b G A with degrees 
|a|, |6| respectively, we have 

aAb=(-l)WWbAa. 

Assume that there is a k-linear map 5 of odd degree on A, such that 52 = 0, 
and 6 is a derivation: 6(a A b) = (6a) A b + (—l)lala A (5b). Assume that the 
cohomology H = #(-4., 5) is finite dimensional. Then there is an induced 
multiplication A on H. We will be interested in the deformation of this 
multiplication obtained by deforming the operator 6. 

For this idea to work, one needs the notion of a differential Gerstenhaber- 
Batalin-Vilkovisky (dGBV) algebra (see e.g. [24], §5). More precisely, one 
needs another k-linear map A of odd degree on A, such that 

• 5A + A5 - 0, A2 = 0. 

• If [a#fe] = (-l)lal(A(aA6)-AaA6-(-l)lalaAA6), then [ao-] : A^ A 
is a derivation of degree |a| + 1, i.e., 

[a « (b A c)] = [a « b) A c + (-1)(H+I)l6l6 A [a • c 
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The quintuple (^4, A, 5, A, [• • •]) with the above properties is called a dGBV 
algebra. As in Manin [24], §5, we have 

[a#6] = «(_l)(H+i)(H+i)[6#a]? 

[a • [b • c]] = [[a • b] • c] + (-1)(M+1)(I6I+1) [6 . [a • c]], 

A[a • b] = [Aa • 6] + (-l)lal+1[a • A6], 

S[a • b] = [Sa « b] + (-l)lal+1[a • 5b]. 

See also Koszul [18]. 
An integral on a dGBV algebra A is an even linear functional f : A —> k, 

such that 

(5) f(6a) Ab= (-l)lal+1 faA (6b), 

(6) /(Aa) A 6 = (-l)lal  faA (A6), 

for any homogeneous a, 6 G A  It follows from (5) that J induces a well- 
defined k-bilinear functional 

(.r):H(A,S)®H(A,S)-+k, 

a A /?, (M, [/?]) = /< 

where [a] and [/?] are cohomology classes represented by 5-closed a and (3 
respectively. If (•, •) is nondegenerate, we say that the integral is nice. It is 
obvious that 

(M A [ffl,[7]) = (M, Ifl A [7]). 
By definition, (H(A, d), A, (•, •)) is then a Frobenius algebra, when A has a 
nice integral. 

To find a deformation of the ring structure on il, consider 5a = 5+ [a« •] : 
A—* A for even a € A When a satisfies 

5a + -[o«a]=0, 

Aa = 0, 

then (^4, A, 5a, A, [• • •]) is also a dGBV algebra. Such deformations appeared 
also in e.g. Akman [1], §5.3. If / is an integral for (A, A, 5, A, [• • •]), so is 
it for (A,A,£a,A, [• • •]). If there is a natural way to identify ^(A^a) 
with H = H(A,5) which preserves (•,•)> then we get another Frobenius 
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algebra structure on H. The construction of Probenius manifold structure 
is based on the existence of a solution F = ^rn to (7), such that TQ = 0, 
Ti = YlxJeji {ej € KercSnKer A} induce a basis of H. Forn > 1, rn € ImA 
is a homogeneous super polynomial of degree n in a^'s, such that the total 
degree of rn is even. Furthermore, x0 only appears in Fi. Such a solution 
is called a normalized universal solution. Its existence can be established 
inductively. This is how Tian [30] and Todorov [32] proved that the de- 
formation of complex structures on a Calabi-Yau manifold is unobstructed. 
This was generalized by Bershadsky et al [3] to the case of extended moduli 
space of complex structures of a Calabi-Yau manifold. An interesting obser- 
vation in [3] is that the action functional of the Kodaira-Spencer theory of 
gravity provides the potential function for a formal structure on H~*'*(x). 
As mentioned earlier, Barannikiv and Kontesevich [2] gave a mathematical 
treatment of this observation. They also remarked that this construction 
can be carried out for dGBV algebra with suitable condition. See Manin 
[24] for a detailed account. The result can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 2.1. Let (^4, A, 5, A, [• • •]) be a dGBV algebra which satisfies the 
following conditions: 

1. H = H(A, 6) is finite dimensional 

2. There is a nice integral on A. 

3. The inclusions i : (KerA, S) «-> (A, 5) and j : (Kertf, A) c-^ (A, A) 
induce isomorphisms on cohomology. 

Then there is a structure of formal Probenius manifold on the formal spec- 
trum o/k[[£r/]]; the algebra of formal power series generated by H1, where 
Hf is the dual k-vector space of H. 

3. Frobenius manifold structures on Dolbeault cohomology. 

In this section, we show that there is a natural dGBV algebra structure on 
the Dolbeault complex of a Kahler manifold. Furthermore, it is shown that 
all the conditions in Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 

Let (X, p, J) be a closed Kahler manifold with Kahler form LJ. Consider 
the quadruple {p*>*(X),A,6 = 5, A = d*). It is well-known that d2 = 0, 
(d*)2 = 0, and dd* + d*d = 0. Furthermore, d is a derivation. Set 

[a • b]d* = (-l)lal(d*(a A b) - d*a A b - (-l)lala A d*b). 
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A formula of this type in complex geometry was discovered by Tian [30] 
to prove the important result that deformations of Calabi-Yau manifolds 
are unobstructed (cf. Todorov [32] and Bershadsky et al [3]). In Tian's 
situation, he used the holomorphic volume form on a Calabi-Yau manifold 
to get an operator on fi~*'*(M) from d on Q*»*(M) and showed that the 
corresponding bracket can be identified with the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. 
Such a method of defining bracket also appeared in KoszuPs work on Poisson 
geometry [18]. Conjugation of the exterior differential d by the isomorphism 
induced by a volume form was used in Witten [38] and Schwarz [29] to 
construct BV algebras. 

Since both u and J are parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connec- 
tion, it follows that near each x E X, one can find a local frame {ei, • • • , en} 
of T1'0^ with dual frame {e1, • • • , e71}, such that u = e1 A e1 + • • • + en A e71. 
Furthermore, Ve^e/c = Ve^efc = Vejek = V^efc = 0 at x. Then at x, for any 
a e ft*'*(X), we have (Griffiths-Harris [15], p. 113): 

da = e3 A V^a, da = e3 A V^a, 

<9*a = — ej h Ve-Qj, d*a — —ej h Vej.a, 

Lemma 3.1. [am(bAc)]d* = [a • 6]a* A c+ (-1)(H+I)l6l6 A [a • C]Q*. 

Proof. We first express [a • b] Q* in terms of the Levi-Civita connection: 

[a. b]d* = (-l)lal(a*(a A b) - (d*a) Ab- (-Ipa A d*b) 

= (-l)|a| (d* (a Ab)- {8*0) Ab- (-l)^a A 8%) 

= (-^^(-(e,- h Ve> A b)) + (ej h Ve.a) A b 

+ (-l)WaA(6ihV%6)) 

= -(-l)1"^,- h (Ve-a A b + a A Vg^) + (-l)|a,(^ H Vg^.a) A b 

+ aA(ej\-Vejb) 

= -Vg.a A (e,- h 6) - (-^^(e^- h a) A Vg^. 

The left hand side is then given by 

[a • (b A c)]a* = -Vg^.a A ej h (6 A c) - (-l)|a|(ei h a) A Vg,-(6 A c). 
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The right hand side is computed in a similar fashion: 

[a • b]* A c + (-1)(M+I)l6l6 A [a • c]d* 

= (-Vg^.a A (ej h b) - (-1)^(6, h a) A Vg.-b) A c 

+ (_i)(H+i)|6|6 A (_v_.a A (e. h c) _ (_i)l«l(ej h a) A Ve-c) 

= -Vgj.a A (e^ h 6) A c - (~l)|a|(ej h a) A Vg.-fe A c 

- (-1)I6I V^-a A 6 A (cj he)- (-l)1^ h a) A 6 A Vg^.c 

= -Vg^.a A ej h (6 A c) - (-IJ^'Cej h a) A Vg^.(6 A c). 

This completes the proof. □ 

Corollary 3.1. For any Kdhler manifold (X,g), (Q*'*(X),A,5 = 5, A = 
d*) is a dGBV algebra. 

Remark 3.1. It is actually more natural to take 

A = -V^ld*. 

Let Jx : Sl*'*(X) —► C be the ordinary integration of differential forms. 
It is easy to show the following 

Lemma 3.2.   The following identity holds on closed Kdhler manifolds: 

[ aaA6=(-l)lal+1 [ aAdb, 
Jx Jx 

[ d*aAb=(-lp [ a A 3*6. 
Jx Jx 

Theorem 3.1. For any closed Kdhler manifold X, if K is the algebra of 
formal power series generated by the dual space of the Dolbeault cohomology 
H^{X), then there is a structure of formal Frobenius manifold on the formal 
spectrum of K obtained from the dGBV algebra ($!*'*(X), A, 5 = 8, A = 3*). 

Proof By the method of Deligne-Griffiths-Morgan-Sullivan [9], the two 
natural inclusions i : (Kerd*,<9) -> (n*>*(X),d) and j : (Keid^d*) -> 
(£}*'*(X),<9*) induce isomorphisms on cohomology. Then the theorem fol- 
lows from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1. □ 

Remark 3.2. The same construction carries through if we take S = <9, 
A = d*. 
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4. Comparison with Barannikov-Kontsevich's 
Probenius manifold. 

In this section, we compare our construction with that of Barannikov- 
Kontsevich [2], and make some speculations based on their similarity. 

Assume that X is a closed Calabi-Yau n-manifold; fix a nowhere van- 
ishing holomorphic n-form Q G r(X, AnT*X). Barannikov-Kontsevich [2] 
considered the dGBV algebra with 

B = ®Bk, Bk = eg+p=fcr(X, A^TX (8) A^TX). 

Here B is Z-graded. It also has an induced Z2-grading. This grading is dif- 
ferent from that in [2] (shifted by 1); we adopt this grading to be compatible 
with the notations of Manin [24]. The multiplication A on B is given by the 
ordinary wedge products on A*T X and A*TX. The derivation is 6 = <9. 
Notice that for any two integers 0 < p, q < n, ft defines an isomorphism 

ApTX ® AqTX -> An-pT*X ® A9T*X,        7 *-+ 7 h £2, 

defined by the contraction of the p-vector with ft to get a form of type 
(n — p, 0). Then A is defined by 

(A7)hfi = <9(7hn). 

Tian's formula shows that the bracket, defined by 

[a • /3] = (-1)^(A(a A /?) - Aa A /? - (-l)^a A A/3), 

is given by the wedge product on type (0, *)-forms and the Schouten- 
Nijenhuis bracket on type (*, 0) polyvector fields. Hence (#, A, 5, A) as above 
is a dGBV algebra. Furthermore, the linear functional 

is a nice integral on X. 
Since the complex (£, 5) contains the deformation complex 

n0>0(TX) A n0^(TX) ^ n0>2(TX), 

it is called the extended deformation complex. Barannikov-Kontsevich 
[2] (Lemma 2.1) showed that the deformation functor associated with the 
graded differential Lie algebra (B[—!],<£, [• • •]) is represented by the formal 
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spectrum of formal power series generated by H', the dual of H = H(B, S). 
(This is the extended moduli space of complex structures in Witten [38].) 
Their method is that used in [31], [32] and [3]. 

There are remarkable similarities between the dGBV algebras used by us 
and in [2]. One can also express A on B in terms of Levi-Civita connection: 

A = ej\-Vj. 

We have the following interesting comparison of the two dGBV algebras: 

(BK)   B = ®p,qr(X, hPTX ® kqTX),      5 = 8, A = ej[- V,-, 

(CZ)    A = ®p,qr(X, APT*X ® A9T*X),    5 = 8,    A = d* = -ej h V^, 

(The multiplications on both algebras are given by the exterior products!) It 
is reasonable to conjecture that the two corresponding Probenius manifolds 
are isomorphic to each other for a pair of mirror manifolds. 
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